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Information & Sample Pages

✓ One late elementary (Grade 2 -3) piano solo written in seven ancient modes

✓ Clear explanation

✓ User-friendly modal reference chart

✓ Historical information regarding modes

✓ Time Signatures include: triple metre

✓ Modes of À la mode:
  ➢ A Ionian
  ➢ A Dorian
  ➢ A Phrygian
  ➢ A Lydian
  ➢ A Mixolydian
  ➢ A Aeolian
  ➢ A Locrian

✓ Other musical elements include:
  ➢ Pedal
  ➢ Left hand ostinato
  ➢ Long melodic lines
  ➢ Changing clefs
  ➢ Tied notes

✓ Ideal pedagogy repertoire

✓ Fantastic recital suite, examination material or recreational repertoire